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First monograph on artist Pucci de Rossi

Filled with eye-catching images, both black-and-white and full-color

An artist-designer who defies classification, Pucci de Rossi (1947-2013) was a pillar of the European art scene in the 1980s. Originally from Verona,

and trained by the American sculptor H. B. Walker, Pucci de Rossi created his first pieces by assembling wooden furniture to make some rather

odd-looking and unstable forms, somewhere between thrones and time machines. “My profession was a game to me,” he once remarked. “I was

cutting, I was making, I was inventing.” His first designs, steeped in poetry and humor, recalled the minimalism of Arte Povera as much as Studio

Memphis’ neobaroque. Jewelry, furniture, sculpture, painting: Pucci’s universe knew no limits except those of his own imagination. In his hands,

even the most modest materials transcended themselves to become works of great visual and functional power. This was soon recognised; after

1985 he regularly exhibited in Paris, and in New York at the gallery Néotù, founded by Pierre Staudenmeyer. Some of his most notable

accomplishments involve designing the layout for the Barbara Bui boutique in Paris, and the palace of the auctioneer Jean-Claude Binoche in Venice.

In the 1990s his work was on display at the Downtown Gallery, and in 1994-1995 he collaborated with the CIRVA in Marseille. Shortly prior to his

death, Jacques-Antoine Granjon, one of his most faithful collectors, commissioned a sketch for the frontage of the VentePrivée.com building in La

Plaine-Saint-Denis. Baptized ‘Vérona’, the metallic skin covering the façade, which was inspired by that drawing, pays tribute to him today. Pucci de

Rossi created more than 900 pieces during his lifetime; this book gives him the commemoration he deserves. Text in English and French.

Preface by Nancy Huston, a novelist. Jean-Louis Gaillemin conducts research on fine arts and literature. A decorator at the Palace before

becoming a collagist, he made his leap into journalism by creating the magazines Beaux-Arts and Objet D'Art. He taught History of Contemporary

Art and Design at the Sorbonne, and is the co-author of Les Décorateurs des années 40 (1998), André Dubreuil (2006), and Hubert Le Gall

(2013), all published by Éditions Norma. Laurie Verniere  shared Pucci de Rossi's life for 10 years, following him from Verona to New York, and

Paris. Writer and photographer, she is the author of Rajasthan : le temps révélé (Assouline, 2015) and Japan Express (Le seuil, 2003). Lauren J.

Fishbein was Pucci de Rossi's apprentice from 1975 to 1977. In 1978, she obtained her diploma of maestro d'arte from the Istituto d'Arte

Napoleone Nani de Vérone. For the past two decades she has worked as a practising lawyer in the United States.
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